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FORUM 

The Journal of Council for British Archaeology YORKSHIRE 

Notes for Contributors 

Thank you for considering writing for the FORUM, CBA YORKSHIRE’s journal.  I hope that these 

guidelines will be of help to you. It is a challenge to list all specifications and so, if you have any 

questions, please do not hesitate to contact me. You may also want to consider contributing 

dynamic and colourful photographs for inclusion on the journal covers? Beyond archaeology as the 

central theme, images that reflect a broad spectrum of projects, diversity across age, gender and 

background and inclusivity through community projects, educational activities—even re-

enactments—all make great candidates.  

FORUM has a distribution spanning many and varied organisations, local societies, voluntary and 

educational communities and commercial practices as well as individuals and families— within and 

beyond our county. Your presence in this refreshed journal lets you showcase your work and 

achievements to an audience who care passionately about archaeology and heritage—through 

recording, investigation, preservation and evangelism. Please spread the word about CBA Yorkshire 

and the opportunities offered through our advocacy, publications, website and social media 

interaction.  

Since 2016 FORUM has been published in a new format which is designed to enhance its availability 

to as wide an audience as possible.  A paper version which is distributed to members contains 

abstracts for each of the articles in that edition.  The full version of each article is then available 

through the CBA Yorkshire website.  http://www.cba-yorkshire.org.uk/forum/  as part of the on-line 

edition. 

Mike Turpin 

Associate Editor CBA Yorkshire Group 

t: 0113 264 3045 | e: forumcbay@gmail.com   

Correspondence :  All correspondence regarding FORUM should be addressed to the Editor at: 

forum-editor@cba-yorkshire.org.uk   

All submissions should be sent electronically to the Editor at the email above.  

Subsequent outbound emails are from a different address: forumcbay@gmail.com   
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EDITORIAL POLICY  

The aim of this publication is to present an archaeological forum where community, professional 

(otherwise known as commercial) and academic archaeologists can report their research as well as 

to provide a place for discussing archaeological issues.  

A range of contributions is sought including long or short articles, notes, site summaries, and 

preliminary or full research/fieldwork project reports. We also welcome book/article reviews and 

discussion topics.  A short article or site summary, for example, may include a link to a more detailed 

report published elsewhere on the internet, if appropriate. 

The views expressed by the authors in the FORUM journal are not necessarily those of the Editor, 

the publishers or CBA Yorkshire and hence are not necessarily endorsed by them. 

Contributions are welcome from community volunteer archaeologists, professional archaeologists 

and academics, as well as from other archaeological organisations, consultancies and contractors 

working in Yorkshire or on projects within or about Yorkshire.  

We also invite people who presented a paper at our annual symposium to provide a summary of 

their talk for publication.  The geographic scope of this journal is Yorkshire including areas that were 

part of Yorkshire prior to the 1974 boundary changes. Where relevant, contributions on archaeology 

which is not located in Yorkshire (or its previous boundaries) but is immediately adjacent to it, may 

be considered. In this case authors should contact the Editor prior to writing their article.  

Contributions may be on any period of archaeology relevant to the geographic scope outlined above. 

Papers should not have appeared in the same form on the same subject in other publications (paper 

or electronic) and should not be replicated in future publications without significant modification or 

incremental research, e.g. where a FORUM paper is an interim or summary report ahead of 

additional fieldwork, post-excavation analysis and/or full publication elsewhere.  

FORUM is edited through a process of discretionary peer-review. Peer-review is where a 

contribution may be checked for factual accuracy by a relevant referee or subject matter expert.  

This may be at the author’s request or the Editor’s discretion The Editor may then act on the 

reviewer’s advice, forwarding comments to the author (as applicable) to help them make changes or 

improve their contribution. Unless specifically instructed otherwise by the referees themselves, all 

refereeing is anonymous.  

This process will benefit less experienced writers and will help them to improve their contribution 

where necessary.  In this light it should be considered as a mentoring service and not a barrier to 

contributing.  If you have any questions regarding this process please do not hesitate to contact the 

Editor.  

 

The Editor reserves the right to ask for changes to papers and also to make changes to the papers 

which are appropriate to the house-style and tone. Contributors will receive a proof copy for review 

and approval.  
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COPYRIGHT 

  

Copyright of content published in The Archaeological Forum: CBA Yorkshire rests with CBA Yorkshire 

and the Author.  CBA Yorkshire will permit, without the need for specific authorisation or payment 

of a fee, limited reproduction of material for educational and personal research purposes in 

accordance with UK Copyright License Agreements.  This is interpreted to mean photocopies that 

are:  

i. Single copies of the journal for private use of individual researchers;  

ii. Single copies of individual papers or sections of the journal for library reserve or short 

term loan use;  

iii. Multiple copies of individual papers or sections of the journal for teaching use, provided 

that such copies are taken for a non-profit making institution for educational purposes in 

that organisation only.  

This consent does not extend to copying for general distribution, advertising or promotional 

purposes and the creation of new collective works or resale.  This consent also does not extend the 

use of material for commercial use. Any requests for the use of material for commercial use should 

be made in writing to the Editor and may be subject to a fee and may be referred to the authors 

concerned before any permission is granted.  

Authors are responsible for obtaining (in writing) copyright permission for any copyrighted material 

included with their paper including any material which is the intellectual property of any person(s) 

other than the author(s).  This includes Ordnance Survey maps and any derivatives that have used 

OS data.  A copy of the relevant permission(s) must be forwarded to the Editor (without such your 

paper cannot be published).  If you are in any doubt please contact the Editor.  

Paid-up CBA Yorkshire Members and Affiliate Organisations each receive a single copy of the printed 

FORUM containing the abstracts.  The on-line FORUM publication containing the full content of the 

articles is a pdf document which for each current year is password protected.  The necessary 

password is included in the printed FORUM copy.  At the end of the year the password protection is 

removed and the journal becomes accessible to the pubic via the CBA Yorkshire website.   Access to 

individual articles is available via the on-line edition of the forum to facilitate printing of parts of the 

journal. 
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PAPER SUBMISSIONS  

All text and figures for papers must be submitted electronically to the Editor before the deadline, 

ideally 1st December in any year.  If there is an issue meeting this deadline contact the Editor.  The 

Editor reserves the right to accept or decline submissions at any time or to postpone them for a 

future issue.  

Submissions should be in Microsoft Word format (Office 97-2003 .doc or Office 2007 .docx) for the 

text and JPEG or TIFF format for the figures.  Figures and diagrams should be submitted separately, 

(i.e. not embedded in the document).   This can be done via an attached zip file or by using file 

transfer web sites such as ‘We Transfer’.  If in doubt discuss with the editor first. 

The document should be marked to indicate the approximate position for illustrations.  

LENGTH  

As a guide to article length: 

Long articles and preliminary or full research/fieldwork project reports should be no longer than 

8000 words (excluding bibliography, tables, and captions).  Longer articles may be considered by 

application to the Editor. 

Short articles and site summaries, should be no longer than 4000 words. 

Notes and book reviews should be no longer than 2000 words.   

Authors considering submission of articles of greater length must discuss this with the Editor in 

advance of submission.  

ILLUSTRATIONS, PHOTOGRAPHS AND TABLES  

There is no theoretical limit to the number of images in an on-line publication but too many will 

have consequences in terms of downloading/printing of the final publication.  As a general rule up to 

twenty images might be appropriate for a long article and perhaps up to ten images for a short 

article. 

All illustrations must be submitted as separate JPEG, PNG or TIFF files with a minimum resolution of 

400 dpi (600 dpi is preferable). These files should have the author's name and figure/table number 

in their file name. e.g. Carter_Fig1.jpg.  Please avoid long filenames.  

Note that images extracted from websites, downloaded as screen shots, or Microsoft applications 

such as Word or PowerPoint are usually low-resolution and/or compressed and not suitable for 

printing but may be acceptable for the on-line edition.  Digital camera “raw files” are generally too 

large (file size) without prior processing and saving as JPEG or TIFF.  Images, especially very large-

sized maps, plans and photographs (i.e. their real-size length/width dimensions in cm or pixels), 

should be scaled to the appropriate size in order to improve image resolution and final print quality.   

The editor reserves the right to optimise large images before inserting them in the on-line 

publication. 
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LAYOUT AND FORMATTING  

 There are detailed instructions for how the submitted document should be prepared.  This will be 

supplied with appropriate examples once an article has been approved for publication.  We hope 

that new authors will be encouraged to showcase the archaeology that they have been involved 

with.  For those, with little or no experience of how to layout their article, for example bibliographic 

references, will find this information particularly useful.       

 It is strongly recommended that when considering submitting to the FORUM, it is advisable to 

request a copy of the layout and formatting document by contacting the editor.                 

 

                          


